
Hello and welcome to the Spring edition of the Bjorn 
Baker Racing Newsletter.  What an exciting time in 
NSW Racing with the increase in stakes on the 1st of 
September to benefit all stake holders – I have now 
been in Australia for over 7 years and this recent 
announcement only reaffirms I made the right 
decision. I love Sydney and am even in the process 
of getting my Strayan citizenship!

The start of the new season has been sound with 
8 winners in August; the highlights being Egyptian 
Symbol winning the Toy Show Stakes, Champagne 
Cuddles winning the Group 3 Gold Coast Guineas, 
and Irithea winning in town in addition to running a 
good 3rd in the Mona Lisa Stakes - adding substantial 
residual value in the process. 

Like always, at this time of the year I am really looking 
forward to getting my young horses up and running 

and looking to improve on last year’s 2yo results. 
I have also recently purchased my first European 
- Night of Power - out of Ireland and l am looking to 
him to bolster my staying team. The staying imports 
have had huge success over the past few years in 
races such as the Melbourne Cup, Sydney Cup and 
really, any stakes race over 2000m! I am also looking 
to purchase other international imports over the 
next six months so if you are interested in racing a 
staying type with me, please get in touch!

It was nice to see Goodfella win at Randwick recently 
in such determined fashion. I’m really looking 
forward to spring and the opportunities it brings. 
Good luck to you all. 

FROM THE TRAINER

Enjoying Egyptian Symbol’s Group 3 Toy Show Quality win with owner Bruce Neill of Cressfield Stud  
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2018 Season Highlights

EGYPTIAN SYMBOL wins the Group 3 Toy Show Quality 
at Randwick 18th August Goodfella wins at Randwick 1st 
September 

IMPAVIDO salutes at Gosford 14th August; SEVENTHCHIC 
wins at Gosford 14th August; IRITHEA wins again, this time 
at Rosehill 11th August

EGYPTIAN SYMBOL

IMPAVIDO

IRITHEA

SEVENTHCHIC



Golden  Girls 

Training top class racehorses is something 
every trainer aspires to. I have been 
fortunate enough to train some very good 
horses since taken out my license in 
Australia and two of those who have come 
to be stable favourites are Champagne 
Cuddles and Egyptian Symbol.

Owned by two of Australia’s premier breeders 
– Champagne Cuddles was bred by Turangga 
Farm and is owned by the Champagne Ladies 
and Egyptian Symbol was bred and is owned by 
Cressfield Stud, both mares put their best foot 
forward every time they step out on to the race 
track.

A daughter of Not A Single Doubt, Champagne 
Cuddles is a little pocket rocket. The four-year-old 
mare won the Pierro Plate for 2yo’s on debut before 
going on to compete against Australia’s best 3yo’s 
fillies and finished second in both the Group 1 Flight 
Stakes for the fillies and the Group 1 Golden Rose 
Stakes against the colts and fillies. 

Resuming in the autumn by winning the Group 3 
Gold Coast Guineas, Champagne Cuddles went on 

CHAMPAGNE CUDDLES after her Gold Coast 
Guineas victory 

CHAMPAGNE CUDDLES wins the Gold Coast Guineas



to finish third in both the Group 1 Kingsford-Smith 
Cup and the Group 1 Stradbroke Handicap, taking 
on the older horses.

She has come back in terrific order this preparation 
and has trialed in excellent style. Her first race was 
a better run than first impressions gave and I’m 
looking forward to the rest of her preparation.
Egyptian Symbol has always shown she can 
compete with the best of them. Winning on debut 
at Kembla as a 2yo, she went through her grades, 
before starting in the Magic Millions 3yo Guineas 
and finishing third (after a 3rd placing in the Group 
3 Vo Rogue Plate). 

Returning in the autumn after a freshen up, she 
went on to collect a further three placings in Group 
and Listed company before returning in the spring 
to capture the Group 3 Nivison and the Wyong 
Magic Millions 3yo & 4yo.

From there, Egyptian Symbol, a daughter of 
Stratum, went on to win the Listed Starlight Stakes 
and recently the Group 3 Toy Show Quality which 
was exciting for everyone involved. She has done 
an amazing job. 

Standing beside Bruce Neill, owner of Egyptian 
Symbol 

EGYPTIAN SYMBOL wins the Toy Show Quality 

Golden  Girls cont. 



SPENDING TIME 
with Murray Baker 

How did you get started in the game? 
I worked for Harry Green in Napier before school at 
the age of 13. The first horse I rode was Embrace, 
who was a half to Light Fingers and who won seven 
races. I used to read the Turf Digest at school and it 
did have an impact on my studies.

What was the first horse you bought? 
I bought a horse for $400 as a 23yo with a friend, 
John Howell, at Claudelands and liked him after 
being broken in. After about three months, I was 
notified by Wright Stephenson’s, the auctioneers 
that there had been a mix up as a foal as there 
were two identical broodmares. I was forced to pay 
an extra $4000.00 and luckily my judgement was 
correct. Noel Eales trained the horse who we named 
Varnamo (named after Murray’s wife, Marianne’s, 
home town in Sweden)  to win 16 races including 
group races. The other foal ended up winning 6 
races as well.

Who is the best horse you have trained? 
Dundeel, he could sprint, stay and accelerate!

Who was the best horse you have bought?
Bonneval.

Have you ever purchased the wrong horse? 
I bought a horse a lot too early (accidently bid on 
the one in the ring that was before the one I was 
due to buy!) and called him Misstag (Swedish for 
‘mistake’), he won and I sold him to Sydney.

What’s been your biggest bet? 
Maybe $100 but I learnt my lesson early!

Who is your greatest rival? 
The Clock.

Who is your favourite stallion? 
Zabeel.

‘There is only one rule with 
horses – there are no rules!’ 

Varnamo



Who is the stallion to watch in the future? 
Dundeel.

What is your most memorable race? 
Makybe Diva’s third Melbourne Cup win.

Who is the best jockey you have used? 
Opie Bosson, Hugh Bowman, Noel Harris, Jeff 
Lloyd, James McDonald, Damien Oliver, Damian 
Lane and Kerrin McEvoy. Also, I think Jean ‘Val 
Jean’ Overmeire is one of the most promising 
apprentices I have seen for a long time!

You’ve won an Auckland, Brisbane, 
Caulfield, Sydney and Wellington Cup. 
What’s missing? 
The hardest one the Melbourne Cup. I came 2nd in 
1990 with The Phantom and it is still the fastest run 
Cup ever.

Melbourne or Sydney? 
Sydney

How many Group 1 winners have you 
trained  in Australia? 
21

Where do you see NZ Racing going? 
It is on the improve. Stakes money is the key and 
hopefully that will go up.

Are you still supporting the Waikato 
Chiefs? 
I have never supported them and support the 
Wellington Hurricanes!

How is your relationship with your son 
Bjorn? 
Great now the Tasman Sea is between us.

 ‘Do you want a chequebook 
or a scrapbook?’ 

Dundeel
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FIRST FOALS ARE

Winning Rupert x She’s Poetry colt 

Winning Rupert x Pretty in Paris filly   

First Foals by

WINNING RUPERT
Winning Rupert’s first foals have started 
to hit the ground in Australia to critical 
acclaim. He is off to a flyer! He himself is 
a throwback to our great Australian speed 
era of Star Kingdom, Biscay and Vain, all of 
whom feature heavily in his pedigree and 
now we are hearing from breeders that he is 
passing these traits onto his foals. They have 
big hips, terrific muscle definition, and lots of 
quality. The good news is spreading quickly 
and breeders are booking back in for 2018. 
 
Winning Rupert was very well supported in 
his first season at stud covering 144 mares 
from Australia’s leading breeders. We are 
expecting over 100 live foals from his first 
crop this spring which importantly gives him 
every opportunity to show the market his pre-
potency as a stallion in time.  As we say- you 
can’t teach speed, you can only inherit it - 

so given Winning Rupert’s own track record 
breaking speed we are confident he has the 
right ingredients to make his mark on the 
stallion ranks. Importantly, he looks like he 
raced, he is built for speed and his type is 
exactly what the commercial buyers are after 
at the weanling and yearling sales. On the 
back of his first foals Winning Rupert is set to 
cover around the same number of mares this 
year as he did last, a testament to the quality 
he is imparting.
 
We are so excited about his future prospects 
and you can expect to see his progeny sell 
as yearlings for the first time in 2020, with 
his first 2YOs set to debut later in October/
November of that year.

– Bruce Slade, Newgate Farm
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SOCIAL MEDIA
Communication is something we’re always working 
on at Bjorn Baker Racing. You may have noticed this 
year I’ve ramped up my social media presence. This 
is an attempt to maintain communication links with 
my existing clients, seek out new connections and 
also promote racing to the wider public. 

My forays earlier this year creating behind the 
scenes style videos with a sprinkling of humour 
garnered great results - if you haven’t yet seen them, 
you should seek them out on Facebook. I plan to 
make a few more with the upcoming Spring Carnival 
so make sure you’re connect with us to view them. 

We maintain a presence across three social media 
platforms; Twitter, Facebook and Instagram, with 
each platform having a slightly different focus for 
the content we share. You may be following us 
on one platform already, but it maybe worthwhile 
following us across all three. Here’s a breakdown of 
how we use them:

Instagram - Here we share beautiful, inspiring images 
of our horses training and their work environment. 
Scroll through this feed to see a stunning take on 
my style of training at Warwick Farm. A visual feast.
 
Facebook - We share similar photos to Instagram, 
but there is much more of an opportunity to engage 
with me here, and also get updates on runners with 
a current/recent pic of one of the runners. 

Twitter - this is where we share breaking news, and 
time-relevant information. It could be entry into 
high-profile races, high-profile horses winning trials, 
confirmation of jocks in big races, etc. 

After an inside word on a good thing? My tips are 
shared across all three platforms with the hashtag 
#BjornsBest. Jump in now to your socials to follow 
the hashtag on Twitter and Instagram. By following 
the hashtag, you’ll be notified each time I use it and 
never miss a tip. 

Lastly here are the handles I use:

Twitter - @bbakerracing
Facebook - @bjornbakerracing
Instagram - @bjornbakerracing

Hope to connect with you on SM sometime soon!

#BjornsBest



Bjorn’s Best
A weekly stable tip, straight from the horse’s mouth! 
Be sure to check our Twitter & Facebook page weekly for 
Bjorn’s Best. 

46 winners tipped to date! 

Spring Blackbookers: 
Miss Einstein

Nordicus

Miss Invincible 


